Important Notice:
The following media content may contain comments regarding specific investment ideas / securities or then-current holdings of CAZ Investment, its officers, directors, or employees, and / or its affiliated entities. CAZ Investments may have changed its point of view or recommendation regarding any such mentioned security or investment or investment strategy from time to time, and perhaps multiple times, since the date of any such comment without notifying the public of its changed opinion or outlook. Therefore, no representation is made that past comments or recommendations made in these videos are still current and valid comments or recommendations of CAZ Investments as of the date you are viewing these videos. Past performance is not indicative of future investment results. Viewers should not assume that recommendations made by CAZ Investments’ representatives in the past or in the future will necessarily be profitable or necessarily equal the performance of the securities mentioned herein. Therefore, no representation is made that the performance of securities mentioned in the videos is indicative of future recommendations’ performance.